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W

e know that almost every aspect of the insurance landscape is changing but perhaps the fastest adjustments are

The easier solution is what LJS Global calls “stealth innovation”.
This approach does not call for large budgets to push through
technological breakthroughs, the proﬁts of which may not come
until the next management team is in place. The key is to decide
where growth opportunities lie within your books of business.
With that focus and a little management support, the team can
implement programs now that lay the groundwork for a future of
more reﬁned decision making and better calculated bets.
For a relevant example of the stealth approach, I’m going to begin
with a simple hypothesis that focuses on one part of the digital
argument but could be applied to any one of an insurer’s product
segments:

the hypothesis to the motorcycle book
done” as:

The crea on of a truly mobile, on-demand product
using known customer behavior.
create a program that
generates short term results in customer engagement or policy
diﬀeren a on while genera ng valuable customer riding data that
enables the future development of a mobile on-demand product.

THE FUTURE...
policies that provide a simpler and fairer customer
experience.

Assuming that the insurer’s business goal is long term growth (not
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Motorcycle riding behavior

base and price the current annual term policy. But currently no

Back to stealth…

When the future becomes the present…
•
•
seeing their insurer’s as their guardian angel.

the pricing of risk. But given the motorcycle rider’s customer
cornering) will be accepted for a number of years to come. This
“when, where, how far” data needs to provide motorcyclists with a

• The insurer would have a known technology partner from
which to launch the on-demand insurance product.
• The insurer would not just be ready to price an on-demand
to help them understand how best to launch it.

Simple, straightforward motorcycle insurance that
you pay for only when you’re actually riding your
bike.

Adaptor and disruptor
and emergency response app. The technology is fully integrated

As large insurers work to keep up with the changing landscape,

during a six month period last year, this technology travelled with
riders and drivers, more than four million miles.

incumbent innovates successfully to develop/ partner with new

The technology can be provided to customers through an
engagement program that builds customer loyalty, brand
the rider’s experience and community to record and share rides,
Importantly, the
only telematics information that is collected is an anonymized
summary of miles driven, etc. When and if motorcyclists feel more
comfortable with allowing an insurer to monitor their driving

While management commitment is important and a budget is best
targeted pilots can be inexpensive to implement, easy to cut if
opportunity.

So now the insurer is collecting mileage data and gaining a deeper
understanding of what a policy is actually covering:

A per mile insurance cost adjusted for season, time
of day and geography.

